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Working with the SRA

We are uniquely placed to drive broad impact 

service sustainability issues and develop 

strategies.

• We can help you create and share thought 

sector more widely than you can alone

• We can help you forge impactful change and set 

for the industry

• We can bring our network to the conversation, 

industry and other partner contacts to position the 

leadership as more collaborative and further 

• We can help you raise awareness of how your 

services, and how they can help hospitality 

sustainable progress

• We can provide a platform to allow you to share 

and insight, and bring your voice to the sector.



The SRA’s annual Food Made Good Awards

The Food Made Good Awards are the culmination of a year of 

ambitious progress and innovative change across our membership.

Every year, the shortlist comprises an array of the UK’s most 

progressive food service providers and suppliers.

The success stories shared across 17 different category specialisms 

inspiring and imitable ideas.

Entries are open to the most engaged sector of the UK hospitality 

Good accredited members.

In 2018, SRA President Raymond Blanc and Vice President Prue Leith 

renowned critic Giles Coren to present key parts of the ceremony.

Categories range from food-to-go, fit-out, supplier of the year, and the 

hero award, as well as the SRA’s 10 key areas.

Having helped to judge their expert categories, sponsors will also be 

the awards on stage following an intimate VIP drinks reception with the 

directors.

All comms, content and creative throughout the year and at the 

co-branded and produced in partnership.

Opportunities include: 

• Headline sponsorship: one exclusive position available (£10,000)

• Pillar sponsor: alignment with Sourcing, Society or Environment (£8,000)

• Content partner: content, case study & audio-visual partner (£5,000)

• Category sponsor: 1/20 single-issue opportunities available (£3,000)



The 2018 Food Made Good Awards supporters

As a not for profit, it is only thanks to the support of our sponsors that 

we are able to reward the progress made in the food service sector year 

after year.

Sponsoring the Food Made Good Awards programme helps businesses build 

better connections with prospective clients, contacts and customers.

Celebrating success in sustainable hospitality practice helps inspire more 

change and further impact across the industry.

In 2018, 12 food and beverage focused businesses joined the rosta of 

brands that the Food Made Good Awards aligned with the biggest players in 

UK hospitality.

Sponsors were promoted throughout the ceremony in the programme, 

venue map, video screens, interactive stations, and bespoke social 

shareables. 

Degrees of support range from pillar sponsor (1/3), or category (1/17)

The ceremony delegates reported that:

• 58% were more likely to make sustainable change in 

their business

• 54% were more likely to seek out sustainable food when 

eating out

• 83% felt part of the SRA community



Sponsorship opportunities 2019: delivery and impact

The Food Made Good Awards is an ongoing programme of activity, 

content and comms, through which we celebrate winning ideas and 

innovations. 

Pre-ceremony

• Website front page

• PR (B2B & B2C)

• Email (non/members)

• Social (all channels)

• Partner comms and content

• Opportunity to join judging panels of your choice

• Opportunity to produce complementary content

At ceremony

• Join the VIP drinks reception with the SRA Board

• Opportunity to present an award on stage

• Opportunity to record a piece to camera for promotional materials

• Opportunity to share business  

• Full at-ceremony branding, signage and activation

• Invite clients or customers 

Post-ceremony

• Branding in comms to entrants, shortlist and winners and industry 

• PR (B2B & B2C)

• Email (non/members)

• Social (all channels)

• Partner comms and content

• Activation



Working with the SRA

The problems facing our food system are complex and 

increasingly urgent.

We believe that food service businesses and their suppliers can 

be a positive force for change, and that a good business does 

much more than just serve food.

Partnering with the SRA helps align and support our work to 

drive progressive sustainable change in the UK out of home 

dining sector.

Through membership, we help almost 8,000 premises take 

broad progressive action across our framework.

Through our sponsorship, partnerships and project work we 

help develop, network and promote leadership across the 

industry.

We are uniquely placed to drive broad impact across food 

service sustainability issues and develop industry-leading 

strategies.

Get in touch to find out more:


